Energy & Sustainability Risk
Management Services
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Today’s leading organizations recognize that energy & sustainability
is essential to their business strategy. A broader, more strategic plan
for can not only drive efficiency and innovation across the enterprise,
but also increase the bottom line and satisfy regulatory pressures as
well as heightened shareholder expectations.
Many companies are largely focused on day to day operations, while
others are managing safety and security initiatives; however energy
and sustainability impacts the ability to manage costs, increase
efficiency and maintain compliance.
We provide energy &
sustainability leadership through structured approach to strategic
solutions

End-to-End
Support For
Addressing
Solutions
Related To
Energy &
Sustainability
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Energy & Sustainability Risk
Management Services
Energy & Sustainability Services: Energy markets are volatile and uncertain while operational requirements for
energy management processes challenge existing organizational structures. ProSidian’s Energy & Sustainability
Risk Management Services transcend conventional service providers. We are trusted advisors that advocate a
Structured Approach To Managing Energy tailored to the needs of our clients and based on company risk tolerance.
ProSidian associates have been in the business of structuring and procuring energy supply for industrial and large
commercial customers since 1996.

Reducing Energy Related Costs For
Business, Associations, & Energy
Consumers

Services Used By Utility Intensive
Organizations To Reduce Energy Usage &
Manage Cost

ProSidian
provides
energy
management
and
sustainability services to organizations in a wide range
of industries.
Our Energy & Sustainability Risk
Management Services respond to client requests to
"Keep Us Out of Trouble" and "Make Our Business
Better".

Our team of energy experts support portfolio reviews,
assessment, and management while negotiating energy
supplier contracts to identify ways reduce energy
consumption.
Our audit, tariff optimization, procurement, carbon
benchmarking, web-based data management, and
consulting services are used by businesses and utility
intensive organizations to reduce energy expenditures,
improve
risk
management
and
implement
sustainability/carbon reduction programs.
ProSidian
analyzes pricing and tariff rate information, and
negotiates contract terms and conditions for each
customer location.

Many companies are largely focused on day to day
operations, while others are managing safety and
security initiatives; however energy and sustainability
impacts the ability to manage costs, increase efficiency
and maintain compliance.
With continual monitoring of physical, financial,
regulatory and legislative events impacting the energy
markets, the experience of the Associates and Senior
Fellows help reduce electricity, natural gas, and other
energy related costs for businesses, associations, and
energy consumers.

Industry Experience & Objective Solutions
ProSidian has deep and broad experience and expertise
in the deregulated energy markets across the United
States. ProSidian has worked with clients in every state
that has deregulated its electricity and natural gas
market.
Our Energy Advisors, Tariff And Regulatory Specialists,
Financial Professionals Complement & Extend Your
Ability To Achieve That Competitive Advantage. Energy
market presence gives clients “real-time” access to
competitive pricing from qualified suppliers nationwide.
At ProSidian, we identify opportunities and help you
maximize cost reductions with a broad range of solutions
in both regulated and deregulated energy markets.

Broad Range Of Energy & Sustainability
Solutions
We Help Clients View Energy And Sustainability Issues
Strategically, Ensuring That All Decisions Support The
Financial And Operational Integrity Of Your Business.
ProSidian Consulting's Energy & Sustainability services
include:
Budget Development
Utility Data Management
Demand Response
Energy & Sustainability Planning
Energy And Resource Management
Energy Efficiency Projects
Energy Procurement

Energy Risk Management
Environmental Compliance
Hedging Strategy
Market Intelligence
Rate Analysis
Stakeholder Collaboration
Sustainability Services

Our audit, tariff optimization, procurement, carbon
benchmarking, web-based data management, and
consulting services are used by businesses and utility
intensive organizations to reduce energy expenditures,
improve
risk
management
and
implement
sustainability/carbon reduction programs.
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Energy & Sustainability Risk
Management Services
Assess – Where You Are And Where You
Want To Go

Roadmap – Develop The Roadmap To Get
You Where You Want To Go

We begin by determining where you are and where you
want to go. We help you and your key stakeholders
identify your goals—like making the enterprise more
energy and resource efficient, reducing carbon
disclosure risks and engaging your employees in an
overall sustainability program.

We help Develop the roadmap to improve the energy
efficiency and the cost of energy for your facilities—both
in operations and the enterprise as a whole. We begin
with the high-level goals established for your
organization based on your usage profile.

We help Identify issues, quantify your goals and develop
a vision of the future shared by every business and
department. Our base-lining service uses accepted
accounting principles to accurately account for your
energy use and Green House Gas (GHG) emissions.
Our structured approach identifies where to get the best
information and how best to capture it. We help you set
up a framework for ongoing collection and reporting
resource information accurately and fairly.

Then we help you develop tangible and actionable plans
to reduce energy use, GHG emissions, and manage the
costs of buying the energy you use.

We identify inefficiencies. And we show you how to
improve and how much you'll save. Based on your
facility usage , we analyze energy consumption patterns,
identify inefficiencies and quantify associated costs. We
make recommendations for improving efficiency and
reducing costs.

Transform – Implementing The
Recommendations Of Our Experts

Optimize – Your Energy Portfolio Position
Based On Energy Market Conditions

Implementing the recommendations of our experts will
improve energy sustainability and reduce costs across
the enterprise. Today’s leading organizations recognize
that energy & sustainability is essential to their business
strategy.

Once you reach your initial goals, our energy advisors
help you continually track and improve your energy
operations. We monitor and report your energy and
sustainability on an ongoing basis. This lets you track
your usage to see when and where you need to improve.

A broader, more strategic plan for can not only drive
efficiency and innovation across the enterprise, but also
increase the bottom line and satisfy regulatory pressures
as well as heightened shareholder expectations.

The service uses utility data management technology we
provide. And it enables near-real-time graphical
visualization of energy usage at the sub-meter level. We
analyze inputs including energy usage and examine
industry-specific components of your operations for
areas to optimize your energy portfolio.

Many companies are largely focused on day to day
operations, while others are managing safety and
security initiatives; however energy and sustainability
impacts the ability to manage costs, increase efficiency
and maintain compliance.
We audit your facilities to gather the information required
for analysis to give energy managers the tools they need
to make better, more informed decisions on managing
costs in their operations. We document our approach,
transfer knowledge to ensure success, and help you
execute on a successful strategy.

Sustainability, coupled with traditional risk identification
and analysis tools, gives managers the information they
need to make better, more informed decisions on an
array of risks, including energy and sustainability issues.
We help you manage costs and improve stakeholder
value. We work with clients to address both the
facility and process level, so you know where to
target improvements.
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Energy & Sustainability Risk
Management Services
An Integrated Approach
ProSidian Consulting's approach to Energy & Sustainability Risk Management centers on high-level approaches that
drive program success with structured process backed up by the right solutions for people, process and technology.
We provide Energy & Sustainability stakeholders with hands-on support and advisory services for strategic program
management and tactical support across the operations lifecycle.
Regardless of whether you're a seasoned professional in a large institution, a funding organization, or a part time
volunteer at a small grassroots agency, the job of Energy & Sustainability Risk Management& Administration
involves a difficult balancing act; ensuring that program staff have the resources and latitude to accomplish mission
objectives while also responding to the challenges of improving processes and maintaining compliance

Natural Gas Deregulation Map

Electricity Deregulation Map

Our Energy & Sustainability Risk Management
Experience
ProSidian Consulting understands that Energy & Sustainability goes
beyond compliance. Our integrated approach combined with deep
expertise in Energy & Sustainability, Risk Management and Business
Process as well as services and solutions for training & talent
Management are tailored to the needs of each client.
ProSidian Consulting’s Energy & Sustainability Professionals have spent
years in industry as energy managers, traders, procurement specialists,
and regulatory/tariff experts. Our experience offers solutions for the full
spectrum of the Energy & Sustainability community.

Contact Us To Discuss
Our Services & Solutions
Adrian Woolcock - Managing Principal
ProSidian Consulting, LLC
solutions@ProSidian.com |
www.ProSidian.com
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